Title: TUBE SEAL COMPONENTS

Abstract: A tube seal is provided including a rigid cylindrical tube and an elastomeric seal body molded to the outer surface of the cylindrical tube. The rigid cylindrical tube includes a recessed annular groove at each end thereof for receiving the elastomeric seal body therein to create a mechanical connection to resist the seal body from being pulled away from the cylindrical tube. The tube seal is also incorporated into a diameter reducing tube seal, an integrated tube seal and filter design and an integrated tube seal and valve design.
TUBE SEAL COMPONENTS

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] This application claims the benefit of U.S. Provisional Application No. 60/804,748, filed on June 14, 2006, the disclosure of which is incorporated herein by reference.

FIELD

[0002] The present disclosure relates to tube seal components for sealingly connecting two components.

BACKGROUND AND SUMMARY

[0003] The statements in this section merely provide background information related to the present disclosure and may not constitute prior art.

[0004] Historically, the standard method of sealing two joints not directly connected to each other has been to use a tube with an o-ring at each end. This design has been found to have two main deficiencies; the first being the seal's inability to compensate for offset between the two bores and the second being various assembly issues including missing o-rings, cut o-rings, rolled o-rings and overall labor intensive.

[0005] An improvement to this sealing solution was patented in Europe (DE1 9548249C2 and DE19902953A1) by FDS Reichelsheim by directly molding rubber to an adhesive covered tube. This technique allowed for large seal beads to be incorporated into the design which would allow for misalignment in the application as well elimination of the majority of assembly issues found with the tube and o-ring design. The deficiency with this design is the reliance on the adhesive bond between the tube and the rubber which has the bond failure modes already specified.

[0006] Current design tube seals are 100 percent reliant on rubber to metal adhesion for proper function. Adhesive to metal bond failure has resulted in field failures of tube seals utilizing straight wall designs. Several failure modes have been found to cause this condition including initial metal surface condition,
inadequate metal preparation, adhesive thickness, adhesive age, adhesive "sweep" during molding and mold release "sweep" during molding. Adhesive "sweep" is caused by the injection of rubber into the mold that flows parallel to the wall of the tube and "sweeps" away the adhesive that is applied to the wall so that the adhesive is pushed toward the bottom of the seal.

[0007] The present disclosure provides a tube seal, comprising: a rigid cylindrical tube including a recessed annular groove provided in an outer surface thereof at each end of the cylindrical tube; and an elastomeric seal body molded to the outer surface of the cylindrical tube so as to be received in the recessed grooves, the seal body including a raised seal bead portion at each end of the seal body. The elastomeric material received in the recessed grooves of the rigid tube removes the reliance solely on rubber adhesion to achieve acceptable seal performance and still retains the benefits of an over-molded tube seal design.

[0008] The mechanical bead lock feature incorporated into the supporting insert results in an elastomer ring that provides sufficient interference with the insert to allow for proper installation of the seal into the application with no adhesive bond between the insert and elastomer required. The mechanical bead lock feature also results in sufficient elastomer compression to provide adequate sealing in the application with no adhesive bond between the insert and elastomer required.

[0009] The present disclosure also provides a diameter reducing tube seal that connects a larger bore to a smaller bore and incorporates an inner diameter which transitions from a smaller diameter to a larger diameter. The transition is in such a manner as to minimize the effect on pressure and flow of the media passing through the seal regardless of flow direction. In particular, the disclosure includes a diameter reducing tube seal, comprising: a generally conically shaped rigid insert having a first opening at a first end and a second opening at a second end, said first opening being larger in diameter than said second opening; and an elastomeric seal body molded to said rigid insert and including annular raised bead portions surrounding each of said first and second openings.
[0010] The present disclosure also incorporates an integrated filter device in a tube seal according to the present disclosure. In particular, the present disclosure provides a tube seal and integrated filter, comprising: a rigid cylindrical tube having a first opening at a first end and a second opening at a second end thereof; an elastomeric seal body is molded to the outer surface of the cylindrical tube, the seal body including a raised seal bead portion at each end of the seal body; and a filter member disposed in the rigid cylindrical tube.

[0011] The present disclosure also incorporates a valve structure molded inside of a tube seal for providing directional or pressure control of the media passing through the seal. In particular, the present disclosure includes a tube seal, comprising: a rigid cylindrical tube having a first opening at a first end and a second opening at a second end thereof; an elastomeric seal body is molded to the outer surface of the cylindrical tube, the seal body including a raised seal bead portion at each end of the seal body; and an elastomeric duck-bill valve molded inside of the rigid cylindrical tube.

[0012] Further areas of applicability will become apparent from the description provided herein. It should be understood that the description and specific examples are intended for purposes of illustration only and are not intended to limit the scope of the present disclosure.

DRAWINGS

[0013] The drawings described herein are for illustration purposes only and are not intended to limit the scope of the present disclosure in any way.

[0014] Figure 1 is a cross-sectional view of a tube seal according to the principles of the present disclosure;

[0015] Figure 2 is a cross-sectional view of a prior art tube seal;

[0016] Figure 3 is a cross-sectional view of a tube seal according to a second embodiment;

[0017] Figure 4 is a cross-sectional view of the tube seal of Figure 3 in an installed position;

[0018] Figure 5 is a cross-sectional view of a diameter reducing tube seal according to the principles of the present disclosure;
[0019] Figure 6 is a cross-sectional view of a tube seal of Figure 5 in an installed position;
[0020] Figure 7 is a perspective partially cut-away view of the tube seal of Figure 5;
[0021] Figure 8 is a cross-sectional view of a diameter reducing tube seal according to a second embodiment;
[0022] Figure 9 is a cross-sectional view of a diameter reducing tube seal according to a third embodiment;
[0023] Figure 10 is a cross-sectional view of a diameter reducing tube seal according to a fourth embodiment;
[0024] Figure 11 is a perspective partially cut-away view of the tube seal with an integrated filter according to the principles of the present disclosure;
[0025] Figure 12 is a cross-sectional view of the tube seal and integrated filter of figure 11, shown in an installed position;
[0026] Figure 13 is a cross-sectional view of a tube seal with an integrated filter according to a second embodiment;
[0027] Figure 14 is a cross-sectional view of a tube seal with an integrated filter according to a third embodiment;
[0028] Figure 15 is a cross-sectional view of a tube seal with an integrated filter according to a fourth embodiment;
[0029] Figure 16 is a perspective view of a tube seal with an integrated valve member according to the principles of the present disclosure;
[0030] Figure 17 is a cross-sectional view of the tube seal of Figure 16; and
[0031] Figure 18 is a detailed cross-sectional view of the valve member of the tube seal of Figure 16.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0032] The following description is merely exemplary in nature and is not intended to limit the present disclosure, application, or uses. It should be understood that throughout the drawings, corresponding reference numerals indicate like or corresponding parts and features.
Figure 2 shows a prior art tube seal 200 including a metal cylindrical tube 202 and an elastomeric seal body 204 molded to an outer surface of the cylindrical tube 202. The elastomeric seal body includes raised bead portions 206 on each end thereof. A problem with the prior art design is that adhesive bond between the tube 202 and the seal body 204 is subject to failure.

With reference to Figure 1, a tube seal 10 according to the principles of the present disclosure will now be described. The tube seal 10 includes a rigid cylindrical tube 12 and an elastomeric seal body 14 molded to an outer surface of the rigid cylindrical tube 12. The rigid cylindrical tube 12 can be made from metal, plastic, or other rigid materials.

The metal cylindrical tube 12 includes a recessed annular groove 16 in an outer surface thereof at each end 18, 20. It should be understood that multiple recessed grooves 16 can be used at each end 18, 20 of the cylindrical tube 12, as illustrated in Figure 3, wherein a pair of recessed grooves 16 are provided at each end 18, 20.

The elastomeric seal body 14 is molded to the rigid cylindrical tube 12 so as to be received in the recessed annular grooves 16. The grooves 16 provide an interrupted bonding surface, preventing or reducing adhesive "sweep" during molding of the elastomeric seal body 14 to the tube 12, allowing for an improved rubber to tube bond. The grooves 16 provide an increase in bonded surface area as well as the introduction of turbulent rubber flow as rubber flows into the groove in a non-parallel direction to the tube wall, to greatly reduce "sweeping" beyond the groove. The projecting portions 14A of the elastomeric seal body that are received in the recessed grooves 16 create a mechanical connection between the rigid cylindrical tube 12 and the elastomeric seal body 14. Each end of the elastomeric seal body 14 includes at least one raised seal bead portion 22 disposed generally radially outward from the recessed annular grooves 16. In order to benefit fully from the mechanical lock, the grooves in the insert are preferably located directly under the seal bead 22. The design of the present disclosure can be used in combination with or without adhesive between seal body 14 and tube 12.
[0037] As illustrated in Figure 4, an exemplary tube seal 10 is shown connecting two tubular members 24, 26, with each of the ends 18, 20 being received in the tubular members 24, 26 such that the raised bead portions 22 are compressed and create a seal with an inner surface of the tubular members 24, 26.

[0038] With reference to Figures 5-7, a diameter reducing tube seal 30 according to the principles of the present disclosure will now be described. The diameter reducing tube seal 30 includes a generally conically shaped rigid insert 32 and an elastomeric seal body 34 molded to inner and outer surfaces of the rigid conical insert 32. It should be understood that by "generally conically shaped," it is meant that the insert 32 can have curved walls or stepped walls, as shown, or can have straight walls.

[0039] The metal conical insert 32 includes a first opening 36 at a first end and a second opening 38 at a second end, the first opening 36 is larger in diameter than the second opening 38. As illustrated in Figure 10, the rigid insert 32' may include recessed annular grooves 40 for creating a mechanical connection with the seal body 34' and insert 32'. As yet another alternative embodiment, as shown in Figure 8, the rigid insert 32' can include bent portions 40, 42 at the first and second ends with the seal body 34' over-molded over the bent portions 40, 42 thereby creating a mechanical connection. As still another embodiment as shown in Figure 9, the rigid insert 32'' can be cast to include a reduced thickness portion 44, 46 at the first and second ends, with the elastomeric seal body 34'' being over-molded over the reduced thickness portions 44, 46 and wrapping at least partially around the ends to create a mechanical connection.

[0040] The elastomeric seal body 34 is molded to the rigid insert 32 so as to create a mechanical connection therebetween. The elastomeric seal body 34 includes annular raised bead portions 48 which, as shown in Figure 6, are shown received in the end portions of tubular members 50, 52 which are of different diameters.

[0041] With reference to Figures 11 and 12, a tube seal and integrated filter 60 will now be described. The tube seal and integrated filter 60 includes a
rigid cylindrical tube 62 and an elastomeric seal body 64 molded to an outer
surface of the rigid cylindrical tube 62. A filter member 66 is disposed in the rigid
cylindrical tube 62.

[0042] The rigid cylindrical tube 62 can include one or more recessed
annular grooves 68 in an outer surface thereof at each end 70, 72.

[0043] The elastomeric seal body 64 is molded to the rigid cylindrical
tube 62 so as to be received in the recessed annular grooves 68. The elastomeric
seal body 64 received in the recessed grooves 68 creates a
mechanical connection between the rigid cylindrical tube 62 and the elastomeric
seal body 64. Each end of elastomeric seal body 64 includes at least one raised
seal bead portion 74 disposed generally radially outward from the recessed
annular grooves 68.

[0044] The filter member 66 is disposed against a step portion 76
provided on an inner surface of the cylindrical tube 62. The filter member 66 can
be have various shapes and can be made from various materials. By way of
example, the filter member 66 can be formed from a porous material such as
sintered metal, sintered ceramic or can be made from a screen, fabric, or other
known filter material. The filter member 66 can also be disc-shaped as shown in
Figures 11 and 12 or can have a disc-shaped base portion 78 with an extension
portion 80, wherein the extension portion 80 can be cylindrical in shape, as
shown in Figure 13, or conical in shape 80', 80", as shown in Figures 14 and 15.
The extension portion 80 can also be hollow as shown in Figure 15.

[0045] With reference to Figures 16-18, a tube seal and integrated
valve 90, will now be described. The tube seal and integrated filter 90 includes a
rigid cylindrical tube 92 and an elastomeric seal body 94 molded to an outer
surface of the rigid cylindrical tube 92. An integrally formed valve member 96 is
disposed in the rigid cylindrical tube 92.

[0046] The rigid cylindrical tube 92 can include one or more recessed
annular grooves 98 in an outer surface thereof at each end 100, 102.

[0047] The elastomeric seal body 94 is molded to the rigid cylindrical
tube 92 so as to be received in the recessed annular grooves 98. The elastomeric
seal body 94 received in the recessed grooves 98 creates a
mechanical connection between the metal cylindrical tube 92 and the elastomeric seal body 94. Each end of elastomeric seal body includes at least one raised seal bead portion 104 disposed generally radially outward from the recessed annular grooves 98.

[0048] The valve member 96 is an elastomeric duck-bill valve that is molded inside of the rigid cylindrical tube 92. The duck bill valve 96 can serve as a pressure regulating valve or as a one-way flow control valve. The duck bill valve 96 includes a slit 106 in a protruding portion 108 that opens under a predetermined pressure applied thereto from the inside. By integrating the valve with the tube seal, the need for additional valve and connector elements can be avoided.
CLAIMS

What is claimed is:

1. A tube seal, comprising:
   a rigid cylindrical tube including a recessed annular groove provided in an outer surface thereof at each end of said cylindrical tube; and
   an elastomeric seal body molded to said outer surface of said cylindrical tube so as to be received in said recessed grooves, said seal body including a raised seal bead portion at each end of said seal body.

2. The tube seal according to claim 1, wherein said cylindrical tube includes a pair of recessed annular grooves in said outer surface at each end of said cylindrical tube.

3. The tube seal according to claim 1, wherein said raised seal bead portions are disposed radially outward from said recessed annular grooves.

4. The tube seal according to claim 1, further comprising an adhesive between said rigid cylindrical tube and said elastomeric seal body.

5. A diameter reducing tube seal, comprising:
   a generally conically shaped rigid insert having a first opening at a first end and a second opening at a second end, said first opening being larger in diameter than said second opening; and
   an elastomeric seal body molded to said rigid insert and including annular raised bead portions surrounding each of said first and second openings.

6. The diameter reducing tube seal according to claim 5, wherein said elastomeric seal body is over-molded on inner and outer surfaces of said conically shaped rigid insert.
7. The diameter reducing tube seal according to claim 5, wherein said rigid insert includes a recessed annular groove provided in an outer surface thereof at said first and second ends, said elastomeric seal body being received in said recessed annular grooves.

8. The diameter reducing tube seal according to claim 5, wherein said rigid insert includes bent portions at said first and second ends, said elastomeric seal body being over-molded over said bent portions.

9. The diameter reducing tube seal according to claim 5, wherein said rigid insert is cast to include a reduced thickness portion at said first and second ends, said elastomeric seal body being over-molded over said reduced thickness portions.

10. A tube seal and integrated filter, comprising:
    a rigid cylindrical tube having a first opening at a first end and a second opening at a second end thereof;
    an elastomeric seal body molded to said outer surface of said cylindrical tube, said seal body including a raised seal bead portion at each end of said seal body; and
    a filter member disposed in said rigid cylindrical tube.

11. The tube seal and integrated filter according to claim 10, wherein said rigid cylindrical tube has an interior surface provided with a step portion against which said filter member is disposed.

12. The tube seal and integrated filter according to claim 10, wherein said rigid cylindrical tube includes a recessed annular groove provided in an outer surface thereof at said first and second ends, said elastomeric seal body being received in said recessed annular grooves.
13. The tube seal and integrated filter according to claim 10, wherein said filter member is disc-shaped.

14. The tube seal and integrated filter according to claim 10, wherein said filter member is made from a porous material.

15. The tube seal and integrated filter according to claim 14, wherein said porous material is sintered metal.

16. The tube seal and integrated filter according to claim 14, wherein said porous material is sintered ceramic.

17. The tube seal and integrated filter according to claim 10, wherein said filter member is a screen.

18. The tube seal and integrated filter according to claim 10, wherein said filter member is made from a fabric.

19. The tube seal and integrated filter according to claim 10, wherein said filter member includes a disc-shaped base portion secured to an inner surface of said rigid cylindrical tube.

20. The tube seal and integrated filter according to claim 19, wherein said filter member includes an extension portion extending from said disc-shaped base portion.

21. The tube seal and integrated filter according to claim 20, wherein said extension portion is cylindrical in shape.

22. The tube seal and integrated filter according to claim 20, wherein said extension portion is conical in shape.
23. The tube seal and integrated filter according to claim 20, wherein said extension portion is hollow.

24. A tube seal, comprising:
   a rigid cylindrical tube having a first opening at a first end and a second opening at a second end thereof;
   an elastomeric seal body molded to said outer surface of said cylindrical tube, said seal body including a raised seal bead portion at each end of said seal body; and
   an elastomeric duck-bill valve molded inside of said rigid cylindrical tube.

25. The tube seal according to claim 24, wherein said rigid cylindrical tube includes a recessed annular groove provided in an outer surface thereof at said first and second ends, said elastomeric seal body being received in said recessed annular grooves.